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0tntxai Announcement

If you are interested in summer school work, you will do well

to read this booklet carefully. Should further information be
desired, write the Director.

As soon as you decide to attend the Summer School, write the

Director for room reservation. After this booklet has served

your purpose, please pass it to some one else who may be inter-

ested in attending a summer school.

MISSION OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL
The greatest obligation resting upon a democratic society is

the conduct of an efificient system of popular education. Respon-
sive to this responsibility, the State in order to obtain the best

results in the schools of the State, conducts summer schools for

teachers, at various convenient points.

The School at Fredericksburg is one of these, and offers a

splendid opportunity for the teachers who are in active service

to better prepare themselves for their profession.

The children of the State deserve the best that can be given

them, yet one of our greatest needs is professionally equipped
teachers. The large majority of the children of Virginia, are

taught by teachers with practically no professional training. Dur-
ing our recent world war, the patriotic call of duty led us all to

throw our energies into those activities that would tend to bring

the war to a successful conclusion. This took many of our
teachers out of the profession. Now there is the same patriotic

call to take them back into the service.

There is a general forward movement throughout the world.

The teaching profession must be a part of this forward move-
ment. Are you preparing to do your part ? Every teacher should

have an ambition to become more useful and to exercise a con-

stantly increasing influence. This will bring the double reward
of personal satisfaction in professional growth and the securing of

positions of greater permanency and greater salaries.

For want of a better standard, it is generally accepted that

the higher the certificate held by a teacher, the greater her

efficiency.
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Therefore it is important for every teacher to strive for the

highest certificate possible. Greatly to the credit of the pro-

fession, it must be said that the number of teachers holding high

grade certificates, is rapidly increasing.

The standard of requirement for teachers is getting higher

every year and those holding lower grade certificates must im-

prove or they will inevitably be forced out of the profession.

The courses ofifered at this school are intended for the follow-

ing classes

:

I. Those who intend to take the State examination for the

first and second grade certificates. This course is largely a sub-

ject-matter course, and is designed as far as possible in the time

allowed to prepare teachers for those examinations and at the

same time give them a broader teaching knowledge of the subjects.

II. Those teachers who wish to pursue the work for the

elementary professional certificate. The outline of this course

will appear elsewhere in the announcement.

III. Teachers who are applying for extension of their certi-

ficates.

Teachers wishing information on the requirements for certi-

ficates and the renewal or extension of certificates, should write

the Department of Public Instruction, Richmond, asking for the

Bulletin on the Certification of Teachers.

LOCATION OF SCHOOL

The Fredericksburg Normal School occupies about sixty acres

on the celebrated Marye's Heights. The student of history will

recognize this location as one of the most historic spots in America.
It was for the possession of these heights that the great battle

of Fredericksburg was fought in December, 1863. At the foot

of this hill is the old Sunken Road that figured so conspicuously
in this battle.

The school is located on one of the most elevated points in

Tidewater Virginia, and commands a magnificent view of Staf-

ford Heights and the Rappahannock Valley.

The scene from the school on a clear day is one of the most
inspiring and beautiful in the State.

A most attractive feature of the school grounds is a beautiful

grove of about seven acres. This grove contains many varieties

of our native trees and offers a delightful park for the students.



The topography of the campus is sufficiently rolHng to render

it in every way attractive. In the center of the grounds is a spring

of pure water that enjoys an enviable local reputation.

The elevation of the school is such as to give at all times

pure air.

The city of Fredericksburg is only one-half mile distant. A
splendid driveway and concrete sidewalk connect the school with

the city. The students have ample opportunity for church attend-

ance, shopping and sightseeing.

BUILDINGS
The buildings are of classic types of architecture, convenient,

large and handsome. Every student's room is well lighted and
ventilated and is furnished in mission style and contains sta-

tionary washstand with hot and cold water, dresser, center table,

single beds, rugs, electric lights and two large inlet wardrobes.

The dining room is large and spendidly lighted. The kitchen

is supplied with every convenience and modern sanitary require-

ment. The stairways are constructed of fireproof material.

Russell Hall, the magnificent administration buildinp^, is a

spacious, thoroughly ventilated building with recitation rooms,
gymnasium, swimming pool, rest room, post office and auditorium.

This is one of the coolest and best ventilated buildings for sum-
mer work in Virginia.

The laboratory equipment in the various departments is un-
excelled for summer school students.

In the library may be found four thousand volumes of selected

works bearing on all phases of study for summer school teachers

and on the tables may be found the current magazines and
newspapers, all of which are placed at the pleasure of the summer
school.

In connection with the dormitories the school conducts an
up-to-date laundry for the summer school students.

This service is included in the small cost for board.

The buildings and grounds are all lighted by electricity.

FREDERICKSBURG
This beautiful little city of about eight thousand people is one

of the cleanest, most progressive and prosperous cities of its size

in the South.

It is an ideal home city, having within its confines a people
noted for their hospitality, neighborly kindness and respect for the

best in social ideals.



In the matter of historical associations, it is one of the

oldest and and most interesting in America. It was founded in

1727, and named for Frederick, Prince of Wales, father of

George 11. It abounds in historical associations.

It was here that George Washington came as a youth and
grew to young manhood. Here his mother lived, died and is

buried. Over her the devoted women of America have erected an
imposing shaft.

It was in this historic city that Washington was made a

Mason. Everywhere in the city we find something associated

with his life and influence and his spirit still lives in the patriotic

thinking of the people.

Here is found Kenmore, the beautiful home of Colonel Field-

ing Lewis, who married a sister of Washington ; the old Rising
Sun Tavern, the resort of many of the notables of General Wash-
ington's day ; the old house to which James Monroe held a pocket
deed to qualify him for a seat in the House of Burgesses ; the

home of General Hugh Mercer, who was killed at the battle of

Princeton ; the only home that John Paul Jones ever had in

America and from which he went to establish the American Navy

;

the law offices of James Monroe; the birthplace and home of

Commodore Matthew Fontaine Maury, the man who has received

perhaps more recognition from the scientific world than any other

American, and many other places associated with the early history

of our country.

No place in America is more closely identified with the his-

tory of the War Between the States than Fredericksburg and the

country adjacent. Here within a radius of fifteen miles was
spilled, perhaps, more blood during this war than upon any equal
area at any time on the face of the globe up to the recent world
war. Any lover of history must be delighted with a visit to

Fredericksburg. The scenery in and around the city is beautiful,

the climate unsurpassed, the water supply pure and abundant, and
the health record is equal to that of any city in Virginia.

RAILROAD AND BOAT CONNECTIONS
Fredericksburg is situated on the Rappahannock River, one

hundred and twenty-five miles from Chesapeake Bay, and a

pleasant ride from the capital of the United States and the

capital of Virginia. It has the advantage of two railroads—
the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac and the Potomac,
Fredericksburg and Piedmont— and also has a line of excellent

steamboats.
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There are about fourteen trains arriving in Fredericksburg
over the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad from
Richmond and a Hke number from Washington every day.

These trains make connection at Richmond and Washington
for all points and at Alexandria for all points on the Southern
Railroad; at Doswell for all points on the Chesapeake and Ohio
Railroad. The Potomac, Fredericksburg and Piedmont has one
train a day to and from Orange Court House, where connection
is made with the Southern and C. & O.

The Maryland, Delaware and Virginia Railway Company has
a comfortable line of steamers running between Fredericks-

burg and Baltimore. The steamers leave Fredericksburg for

Baltimore Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday at 2 :oo P. M., and
arrive from Baltimore every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

These steamers touch at all points on the Rappahannock River.

WHEN YOU ARRIVE
When you arrive at the depot or wharf, take a carriage or

automobile to the Normal School. On arriving at the school,

give your trunk check to the Head of the Home, who will have
your trunk taken promptly to the school or to your boarding
place in the city. Teachers will pay their own livery service—
the charge for which is moderate. Every trunk should be plainly

marked with the student's name. This is important.

DEVOTIONAL SERVICES
A certain period is given every day to chapel exercises in the

auditorium. All students and members of the faculty are expected

to attend these services.

In the city of Fredericksburg regular services are held in the

Baptist, Episcopal, Presbyterian, Methodist, Christian and Catholic

Churches. The students of the Summer School are earnestly

invited to attend these services. They will also receive a most
cordial welcome to the Sunday Schools of the various churches.

THE FACULTY
The members of the faculty are all experienced teachers and

are in touch with the educational work and needs in the State.

Each has been selected because of his special fitness for the sub-

ject he is to teach.

The faculty is composed of 'members of the regular Normal
School faculty and other specialists who have had wide and suc-

cessful experience in the State in teaching the special subjects

assigned to them.
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SIX WEEKS SCHOOL

This Summer School is a six weeks school. Two distinct

courses are offered : (a) The course leading to the first and sec-

ond grade certificates, and (b) the professional course leading to

the Professional Elementary Certificate, formerly called the

Summer School Professional Certificate, Primary or Grammar
grades. In the first course (a) all the subjects required by the

State for the first grade certificate will be taught so as to prepare

the students for the State examinations required for this or the

second grade certificate. In the second course (b) the school

offers the first summers' work of the new professional course

and the second and third summers' work of the old professional

course, leading to the Professional Elementary Certificate, Pri-

mary and Grammar Grades.

The new professional course is the one adopted by the State

Board of Education in 1919.

The old professional course is the one of which the first two
years work were given in 1918. More complete statements of

these courses are found elsewhere in the catalog. All of the

work is given for the full six weeks' period.

SPECIAL LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
By special arrangement with the city of Fredericksburg, the

Summer School offers at small cost to the students attendance

upon the midsummer Chautauqua given in the city. This Chau-
tauqua brings to us some of the leading musical attractions and
prominent speakers of America and is a broad educational oppor-
tunity.

The school also hopes to have addresses by Governor West-
moreland Davis, Hon. Harris Hart and other leading men inter-

ested in education.

EXCURSIONS

Students have opportunity on Saturdays to visit places of

historic interest in Fredericksburg and the battlefields of Spot-
sylvania County. They may also, with great profit, visit Wash-
ington and Richmond. If possible parties will be made up for

several sightseeing trips.
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SCHEDULE
Registration for all students Monday, June i6th.

Lectures begin for all students Tuesday, June 17th.

Lectures close for all students Thursday, July 24th.

Examinations are as follows:

All examinations for all students July 25th and 26th.

EXPENSES
Tuition Free

Registration fee for Virginians $ 1.50

Registration fee for non-Virginians 6.00

Board for the full session 27.00

Board for part of session, per week 5.50

Board for less than one week, per day i.oo

Board includes table board, furnished room in the Dormitory,
bed linen, laundry, electric lights, use of bath room, with hot and
cold water. Teachers will be expected to keep their own rooms
in order. Board for regular session begins with dinner June
1 6th and ends with dinner July 27th.

The expenses are as low as it is possible to make them. No
reduction will be allowed for absence of less than a week, except

on account of illness. This rule will apply for those entering late

as well as those leaving during the session. Teachers entertain-

ing visitors for meals will be expected to purchase meal tickets.

These tickets will cost 25 cents a piece or five for $1.00. The
laundry will be in operation the second, third, fourth and fifth

weeks of the school, and teachers will be allowed a reasonable

number of pieces. Board must be paid upon entrance. Students

will furnish their own napkins, towels and soap.

DORMITORY REGULATIONS
All teachers rooming in the dormitories are expected to be

in their rooms when the lights are put out, and to respect the

privileges of one another to the extent of keeping the dormitories

as quiet as possible. They are also expected to conform to all

other regulations made in the interest of the teachers and the

school. These regulations will be announced at the opening of the

session and at intervals during the session when necessary. After
assignment to rooms teachers will not change their rooms with-

out permission of the Head of the Home.
Students are expected to use the furniture and equipment

without abuse and pay for any unnecessary damage.
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IMPORTANT NOTES

Only a limited number can be accommodated in the dormi-
tories. Those wishing to live in the dormitories are advised to

make application for a room as soon as possible. Under no cir-

cumstances will rooms be reserved later than 9:00 P. M. Tune
17th, except by special arrangement.

Teachers who have been exposed to typhoid fever, measles,

or other contagious diseases are asked not to attend the school

until all danger of contracting the disease has passed.

Teachers who are exhausted physically or nervously are ad-
vised not to attend this or any other summer school, but to

spend the summer resting.

The Library will be open from 4 :oo P. M. to 6 :oo P. M. and
8:00 P. M. to 10:45 P- M-j every day, except Sunday. These
hours may be changed if it is found desirable.

14



Courses of Mnhv

The courses of study offered at this Summer School are (a)

those subjects required for first and second grade certificates and
(b) those subjects required for the Elementary Professional Certi-

ficate, Primary and Grammar Grades.

COURSES LEADING TO FIRST AND SECOND GRADE
CERTIFICATES

The following is the course for the First Grade certificate:

First Grade Value in Points

Form giving information about applicant lo

Supplement to the form (Theory and Practice) 5

Mathematics—
Arithmetic 10

Elementary algebra to quadratics 5
English—
Grammar and composition 10
English classics 5

History—
American history 5
Virginia history 5
English history 5

Geography 5
Science—
Physical geography or general science 5
Agriculture 5
Physiology and hygiene 5

Primary reading and methods 5
Spelling 5
Drawing 5

Total 100

These are the first grade subjects now required by the State

Board of Education. Lectures on all of these subjects will, there-

fore, be given in the Summer School. See schedule in back of

catalog for lectures in this course.

Prospective students will please note that, to the usual Gram-
mar and Composition course is added Classics. The work in

classics this summer will consist of two classics : Dickens's Tale
of Two Cities and Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal. These will be
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taught in connection with the English work, or assigned as parallel.

Students should procure these books now and read them. See
book list at end of catalog.

Students should also note that a new class in General Science

has been introduced and that they may take either this class

or Phys. Geog. Both of these are not required for the first

grade certificate.

The State Department of Public Instruction has issued a cir-

cular (Form E 19, 191 9) setting forth the new regulations in

regard to certificates. Teachers and prospective students should
secure this circular from the Department at once and acquaint

themselves with its provisions. For the benefit of our Summer
School students those new regulations which seem most vital

to them are quoted below.

"The First and Second Grade Certificates are designed for

applicants who have not had normal or collegiate training, and
who must secure their license through State examinations.

The minimum academic training of an applicant to teach must
obviously be reasonably in advance of the highest grade of work
she may be called upon to teach. It is not conceivable that an
applicant can be a successful instructor unless she have training

at least two years in advance of the classes she must instruct.

Therefore the minimum requirement for a teacher in the stand-

ard high school must be collegiate work at least two years in

advance of the high school requirement in any specific subject.

The minimum requirement for an elementary teacher must be
high school work at least two years in advance of the seventh

grade. For this reason the requirements of the First Grade
Certificate are raised to a reasonable standard and after January
I, 1 91 9, no applicant will be permitted to take the State examina-
tion for the First Grade Certificate who cannot show academic
training equivalent to at least the first two years of high school

work. While the same limitation is not placed upon applicants

for the Second Grade Certificate, the completion in a thorough
manner of the first year high school is assumed.

In the State examination great importance will be attached

to the form to be filled out by the applicants. This will give a

series of questions to bring out the pertinent facts about the ap-

plicant's preparation, attitudes and motives. This form must be
carefully filled in and on it credit will be allowed as on any sub-

ject of the examination. Neatness, general style and handwriting
will be counted on this form.

Requirements for the First Grade Certificate. The applicant

must be at least 19 years old, must have academic training equiva-
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lent to the first two years of high school work, must have taught
successfully at least 7 months, and must make a grade of 85%
on the State examination.

This certificate is valid for five years and renewable for a

similar period. It permits the holder to teach in the elementary
grades. An applicant who makes first grade averages but has
not the requisite experience or is not of required age, may receive

a Second Grade Certificate convertible into the First Grade, when
the above requirements are made.

The regulation that the applicant must have completed the

equivalent of two years of high school work before taking the

first grade examination will be enforced for the summer ex-

aminations of 1919.

Requirements for the Second Grade Certificate. The applicant

must be at least 18 years old and must make a grade of not less

than 75% on the State examination, consisting of the following

subjects with the value of each

:

Second Grade Value in Points

Form giving information about applicant 10
Supplement to the form (Theory and Practice) 5
Arithmetic 10

English grammar and composition 10
American History 5
Virginia History 5
Civics 5
Geography 5
Physiology and hygiene 5
Primary reading and methods 5
Spelling 5
Drawing 5

Total 75

This certificate is valid for two years and renewable for two.

The holder may teach in the elementary schools.

Division of the Examinations. No division of the examina-
tions can be permitted in the regular State examinations for First

and Second Grade Certificates. Applicants who attend Summer
Normals or Institutes may be permitted to divide the course for

the First Grade Certificates into two parts, to be completed in two
consecutive summers. When this division is made, Part I, outlined

below, shall be taken the first summer and Part II the second
summer. On completion of the first part of the course a Pro-
visional Certificate will be issued, convertible into a regular First

Grade license on the completion of the requirements at a summer
school with 7 months' experience.

17



Time of Holding Examinations. Two State examinations

will be given each year, one in the spring toward the close of

the rural schools and the other in the summer at the close of the

summer schools. The examination will be limited to two days.

In the following division of subjects Part I must be taken

the first day and Part II the second.

PART I. FIRST DAY PART II. SECOND DAY
I hr. Teachers' Form and supplement i^ hrs. Geography
2 hrs. Mathematics I hr. Physiology
2 hrs. EngHsh ^ hr. Drawing
I^ hrs. History and Civics ^ hr. Spelling

iK hrs. Science
I hr. Reading

SUMMER SCHOOLS

Only one type of Summer School for white teachers will be
held in Virginia the summer of 191 9. In this school two courses

will be offered : (a) The course preparing for examinations for

the first and second grade certificate; (b) the professional course,

primary and grammar grade, leading to the elementary profes-

sional certificate. The only places at which these courses will be

given are the University of Virginia, William and Mary and the

four State Normal Schools. See statement elsewhere as to what
previous preparation is necessary for entrance upon (a) and (b),

respectively.
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Wf)t ^rofesisiional Courgesi

The Professional School ofifers two courses: One of these

emphasizes the subjects in primary grades, the other in gram-
mar grades. These two courses are each for six weeks for three

summers. The certificate formerly given was called the Summer
School Professional Certificate, Primary or Grammar Grade.
The name of the new equivalent certificate is the Elementary Pro-
fessional Certificate. The courses have recently been revised.

This Summer School will give the revised first summer's work
this summer and the second and third summers' work of the

course as arranged previous to 191 9.

The following pages give a mere summary of the courses.

This summary is the barest suggestion of their content. The
instructors will have in their possession the detailed outlines,

which will be followed as fully and definitely as possible.

The State Department makes the following announcement as

to the certificate to which these courses lead

:

"The Elementary Professional Certificate is issued to ap-

plicants who complete one year of professional work at the

standard Norm^al School, based on a standard high school course

or its equavilent, or who complete work required in summer
courses at some university, college or normal school, the summer
courses of which are approved by the State Board of Education.

This certificate is valid for six years and renewable for a simi-

lar period. The holder of this certificate is permitted to teach

in the elementary grades."

In order that the status of the graduates from the accredited

four year high schools may be better understood, the following

extract from the regulations of the State Board of Education are

also printed

:

"Graduates of standard four year high schools who attend the

Summer Normal for one term of six weeks, taking five classes,

three of which must deal with methods of teaching, may be
granted a Second Grade 6ertificate. Graduates of standard four
year high schools who attend a summer normal for two terms
of six weeks, or who complete the course prescribed for normal
training in certain high schools offered to graduates of a standard
four year high school, shall be given a provisional First Grade
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Certificate to be converted into a regular First Grade after nine
months successful experience, or in the event of required experi-

ence, will be given the first grade at once."

To sum up, we may make the following announcement touch-
ing our Professional Courses

:

Those eligible to enter these courses this summer are

:

(a) Holders of complete first grade certificates.

(b) Graduates of accredited four year high schools.

*(c) Holders of first or second grade certificates, who must
take at least two professional subjects for the pur-
pose of securing the extension of their certificates if

if they are otherwise extendable, in addition to one
other subject,

(d) Teachers who hold live certificates and who wish to

take special professional work without certificate credit

in order to improve their teaching methods and pro-
fessional standing.

It is clear, therefore, that there are two courses open to first

grade high school graduates, namely: (a) To take the regular
State examination for a first grade certificate, or (b) to take the
full professional course, Primary or Grammar Grades, leading
to the Elementary Professional Certificate.

*The following are the regulations of the State Board of Education
as to the renewal or extension of all certificates

:

A certificate may be extended or renewed only by the Department
of Education. No certificate should be sent to the Department for re-

newal prior to April ist or subsequent to September 15th of the year
in which the certificate expires. All applications for renewals or exten-
sions must be sent through the division superintendent and be accom-
panied by his recommendation or endorsement.

These are two requirements for renewal

:

1. Applicants must read five books on the Teachers' Reading Course
during the life of the certificate to be renewed.

2. In addition to the first requirement, applicants miist satisfy at least

one of the following conditions:

(a) Take an examination on the two books in Education, included in

the Reading Course for the year in which the certificate ex-
pires, or

(b) Attend a Summer School for thirty days any time during the
life of the certificate, and pursue a course, of study, consisting

of at least three subjects, two of which must be in Education, or

(c) Show that they have taught twenty-five years in the public schools
of Virginia.

The Reading Course for teachers will embrace five books—two on
literature, one on American and Current History, and two in Education.
It will be issued by the first of September of each scholastic year.
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GRADUATES OF HIGH SCHOOL NORMAL TRAINING
DEPARTMENTS

By a special ruling of the State Department gradtiates of

high school normal training departments are permitted to omit
the first year of the professional course and may therefore

secure the elementary professional certificate by taking the

second and third summer's courses only.

SPECIAL NOTES AS TO CERTIFICATES
Students should note the following points as to certificates

:

1. There is no third grade certificate.

2. The High School Certificate has been abolished.

3. Any student who has had two years of high school work or

its equivalent may this summer take the State examination
for a first grade certificate. Any student may take ex-

amination for the second grade.

4. Algebra will be required for a first grade this summer.

5. General Science or (not both), Phys. Geog. will be required

this summer for a first grade.

6. Classics, "Tale of Two Cities," "Vision of Sir Launfal,"
will be required for first grade this summer.

7. The examination is divided into two parts, and occupies two
days only.

8. No division of examination is allowed, except into part

I and part II, each part having two sections. In such
case the two parts must be taken after six weeks attend-

ance at a Summer Normal for two successive summers.

9. Graduates of accredited four year high schools are ex-

pected to take the Professional Course, leading to the Ele-

mentary Professional Certificate (formerly called Summer
School Professional Certificate, Primary or Grammar
Grades).

10. On the completion of the first year of this course such
graduates secure the second grade certificate ; on the com-
pletion of the second year, they secure the first grade (if

they have taught successfully seven months, a provisional

first being issued till seven months' experience) ; on the

completion of the third year, they receive the Elementary
Professional Certificate.

11. Such high school graduates, instead of taking the above
course, may, if they so choose, take the regular State

Course leading to the first grade certificate.
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12. All High School graduates who intend to enter the Profes-
sional course, should present to the Dean of this Summer
School on entrance either (a) their diploma or (b) a state-

ment from their principal that they are full graduates of

an accredited high school.

13. Similarly, all students who desire to pursue the course for

first grade, should present to the Dean a statement from
her high school principal showing what high school units

have been completed. Such statement should give (i)

name of subjects; (2) length of time in weeks each was
pursued; (3) ground covered; (4) length of recitation

period; (5) grade obtained on each. In addition, in case

of a science, the statement should show whether the period

was single or double, with or without laboratory.

14. The regulations for the extension of certificates are the

the same as formerly, except that students applying for

the extension of their certificates are expected to attend

the summer school thirty days instead of twenty as hereto-

fore ; or, in lieu of Summer School attendance of six weeks,
will take examination on the two educational books of the

current year's Reading Course. See Form E 19, 191 9.

15. Students who will take Songs and Games (in Primary I

and Grammar I) should bring Gym suits or bloomers if

they have them. This is not a prerequisite, but is highly

desirable.
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First Year

Elementary Education I 30 periods

Methods in Reading I 30 periods

Songs and Games I 30 periods

School Hyg. and San. I 30 periods

Methods in Language I 30 periods

Second Year

Principles of Child Study II 30 periods
(Suggested text

—"Fundamentals of Child

Study"—Kirkpatrick)
Methods in Reading II 30 periods

Methods in Language and Spelling II 30 periods

Public School Music II 30 peridos

Hygiene and Sanitation II , 30 periods

Third Year

Methods and Management III 30 periods

(Suggested text—The Teaching Process by
Strayer ; and School Management, by Salis-

bury)
Drawing III 30 periods

Nature Study and Home Geography III 30 periods

Primary Industrial Work III 30 periods

Child Literature and History Stories III 30 periods

Observation III 20 periods

*The first summer's course is the revised course adopted by the
State Board of Education in 1919. The second and third summer's
courses are those previously adopted and required to be given this summer.
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First Year

Elementary Education I 30 periods

School Hyg. and San. I 30 periods

Methods in Language and Spelling I 30 periods

Arithmetic and Methods I 30 periods

Songs and Games I 30 periods

Second Year

Principles of Teaching and Studying II .30 periods

(Suggested text— Human Behavior— Colvin
& Bagley)

Methods in Language and Grammar II 30 periods

Methods in Arithmetic II 30 periods

Public School Music II 30 periods

Agriculture II 30 pounds

Third Year

Methods and Management III 30 periods

(Suggested text— The Teaching Process, by
Strayer ; and School Management, by Salis-

bury)

Methods in Literature and Reading III 30 periods

Methods in Geography III 30 periods

Drawing or Industrial Work or Home Economics III. .60 periods

Observation III 20 periods

If drawing or industrial work is taken in the third year an
elective will also be required.

* See note under "Outline for Primary Grades," which is also ap-
plicable to the first summer's grammar grade course.
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Certificate

PRIMARY GRADES— FIRST YEAR
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION I

I. Teaching—
Note : This section of the course is to follow LaRue's "The

Science and the Art of Teaching," as the basal text. Not
more than twenty-five days shall be used for this part of
the course.

II. Routine—
(a) The administrative organization—

1. State

2. County
3. District

(b) Specific school problems

1. Attending the County Institute— expenses.

2. The contract— obligations it entails.

3. How to get needed repairs and equipment.

4. The first day.

5. The daily program.
6. Getting the children's text-books.

7. Attendance.

8. Grading and Promotion.

9. How to get acquainted with school laws and regu-

lations.

10. How to get a school library.

11. Problems in moral education.

12. Children's monthly reports promotion, record.

13. Monthly and term report for superintendent.

14. Collection salary— pension deduction.

15. State Teachers' Association.

16. Congressional District Meeting.
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(c) Duties of teachers

1. To the children.

2. To the community.
3. To patrons.

4. To superior ofificers.

5. To fellow teachers

6. To the profession.

(d) Organization of Community Leagues

Text: LaRue's "The Science and the Art of Teaching,"
American Book Company.

Supplemental: Wilkinson's "Rural School Management,"
Silver Burdett and Company.

References to be supplied.

SONGS AND GAMES I

The aim of the course is to acquaint the student with games
for the school room and playground, with special emphasis on
the types of simple competitive and co-operative games, adapted
to the Primary Grades. Besides the knowledge of standard forms,

students are encouraged to suggest new forms of games, and
variations from old forms, as they learn to understand the educa-
tional principles underlying the games.

The course also includes a brief study of the necessity for

play in education; the relation of activity to thought; the value

of play as a stimulus to leadership and initiative.

(a) Methods of Presentation:

I. Reference readings and class discussions on topics re-

lating to the place of play in education.

11. Playing games by the class.

III. Arrangement and classification of games according to

stages of development of children and according
to type of game.

(b) Outline for Class Work:
I. Topics for class discussion.

II. Class Work in Games :

At least one outdoor period of games each week.
1. Games of General Activity.

2. Games of Initiation.

3. Games of Sense Perception.

4. Social Plays and Games of Courtesy.

5. Traditional Singing Games.
6. Festival Dances and Rhythms.
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III. Note-Book Work:
An arrangement and classification of games in typical

divisions.

Outline of Games by Grades, showing games suitable

to age and capacity of children.

Songs

Aim : To present and teach these songs so that they will form
the basis for definite instruction, out of which shall grow a last-

ing love for and an intelligent appreciation of the best music.

SCHOOL HYGIENE AND SANITATION I

Note : Section HI of this course. Hygiene of the School Child,

is expected to receive major attention, because of its importance.

Minor emphasis should be placed upon building plans and related

considerations. It is recommended that Virginia Health Bulletins

be stressed throughout the course. Topics I and II might well

cover ten to twelve days. Topic III fifteen or more. Topics IV and
V two to four days.

I. General survey of subject.

II. Hygiene of the school plant:

1. Choosing a school site.

2. Different types of buildings— plans.

3. The school room the unit of construction.

4. Construction requirements.

5. Special problems—
(a) Lighting.

(b) Heating and humidity.

(c) Ventilation.

6. The basement—
(a) Construction.

(b) Toilets.

(c) Baths.

7. Water supply, drinking fountains, etc.

8

9
10
II

12

13

School furniture and equipment.

Keeping the school clean.

School room decoration.

Beautifying the grounds.
Open-air schools.

Play and playgrounds.
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III. Hygiene of the school child:

1. What hygiene can do.

2. Defects and their control—
(a) Eye.

(b) Ear.

(c) Throat and nose.

(d) Teeth.
' (e) Speech.

3. Fatigue.

4. Nervous disorders.

5. Contagious diseases.

6. First aid to the injured.

7. The exceptional child.

8. Medical inspection.

9. The school nurse.

IV. The hygiene of instruction

:

1

.

The general problem.
2. Grading in relation to health.

3. The daily schedule in relation to health.

4. The hygiene of school subjects.

5. The hygiene of study.

V. The hygiene of the teacher

:

1. Importance of the problem.

2. Physical examination of the teacher.

3. Investigations regarding teachers' health.

4. Tuberculosis and the teacher.

5. Neurasthenia and the teacher.

6. Heath suggestions:

(a) Care of eyes. ^
(b) Care of voice. ^

i

(c) Exercise.

(d) Diet.

(e) Standing.

7. The hygiene of character— the "teacher psychosis."

Text: Dresslar, "School Hygiene," Macmillan, New York.
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METHODS IN READING I

Four weeks of the first summer are to be given to first grade
reading and two weeks to reading in the general reading methods.

Us as text either Briggs & Coffman, "Reading in Public
Schools," Row, Peterson & Co., Chicago, or Klapper, "Teaching
Children to Read," Appleton, New York.

Aims : General

:

1. The habit of reading good material for information and
pleasure.

2. The ability to get thought easily and rapidly through silent

reading.

3. The ability to give written thought to others through oral

reading.

4. Sufficient control of mechanical difficulties to make pos-

sible the attainment of the above aims.

5. The economical and effective methods of studying reading.

Reading in the Upper Grades

I. The Reading Habit.

1. Enjoyment necessary.

2. Reading to pupils important— suggested material

3. Opportunities in school of reading for pleasure.

4. Current events.

5. Teaching to read newspapers.

6. Reading as a usual means of getting information in school.

II. Silent Reading:

1. The preponderance in life.

2. More important in grammar grades than oral reading.

3. Purpose : thought-getting.

4. Material.

5. Motivation— definite problem necessary.

6. Silent reading recitations— illustrations.

7. Speed.

III. Oral Reading:

1. Desirability of its increased use in life.

2. Purpose: to give thought to others.

3. Material.

4. Audience necessary.

5. Good expression through thought appreciation and drama-
tization.

6. Criticism of oral reading.

7. Uses in school programs and opening exercises.
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IV. How to Study Reading

:

1. Assignments should be specific— illustrations.

2. Definite directions for preparing assignments— illustra-

tions.

3. Recitations which hold pupils responsible for assignments.

4. Definite lessons in teaching how to use the dictionary.

V. Selection of library for these grades.

Reading in the First Grade

I. Aims (specific) :

1. Thought getting.

2. Mastery of mechanics.

3. Working for clear articulation and pronunciation.

II. Methods

:

1. Synthetic:

a. Alphabetic.

b. Phonetic.

c. Phonic.

2. Analytic

:

a. Word.
b. Sentence.

c. Story.

III. Material

:

1. Using of child's interests.

2. Choice of good written vocabulary.

3. Poems and memory gems.

4. Picture lessons.

5. Nature Stories.

6. Conversational lessons.

7. How presented.

8. Mastering mechanics.

IV. Illustrative Lessons in

1. Silent reading.

2. Oral reading.

3. Sight-reading.

V. Seat Work in Connection with Reading

:

1. Drills on words developed.

2. Word building.

3. Sentence building.

4 Thought-getting tests.

VI. Critical Study of the State Adopted Works.
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METHODS IN LANGUAGE I

A suitable portion of the time is devoted to a review of

English and Composition. This insures a foundation upon which
to build up the course of study and methods in the first four

grades.

A. Review of Grammar and Composition:

I. Grammar

:

(a) Function.

(b) Relation of grammar to oral English.

(c) Review of parts of speech and uses.

(d) Study of sentence and sentence structure.

(e) Study of common speech errors.

II. Composition

:

(a) Study of sentence structure.

(b) Paragraphing.
(c) Punctuation.

(d) Practical work.

B. Language Method:

I. Aims of language teaching.

11. Basis for language.

(a) The child.

(b) Other subjects.

III. Motivation of language teaching—
(a) Through child's interests.

(b) Games.
(c) Relation to other school subjects.

(d) Dramatization

.

IV. Importance of Oral Language—
(a) Conversations.

(b) Dramatizations.

PRIMARY GRADES— SECOND YEAR
PRINCIPLES OF CHILD STUDY II

I. The Nature and Origin of Child Study.
II. Laws of Growth and Development.

III. Movements— Native and Acquired.
IV. Classification of Instincts.

V. Means of Development.

Text-Book, "Fundamentals of Child Study/' Kirkpatrick.
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METHODS IN READING II

I. Reading

:

(a) Defined.

(b) Function.

(c) Includes.

II. Methods of teaching reading to beginners:
(a) Synthetic

:

1

.

Alphabetic.

2. Phonic.

3. Phonetic.

(b) Analytic:

1. Word.
2. Sentence.

3. Story.

(c) Building up best methods:
1. Principles summarized.
2. AppHed to method:

(a) Material.

(b) How presented.

(c) Mastering mechanics.

(d) Transition from script to print.

(e) Dramatic reading and dramatization.

III. Critical study of the State adopted books.

IV. Study of standard tests.

V. Seat work:
Text: Klapper, "Teaching Children to Read."

METHODS IN LANGUAGE AND SPELLING II

This year is divided into two parts. The first part of four
weeks is devoted to language methods. The last part of two
weeks is used in developing methods in teaching spelling

:

A. Language Methods:

I. The teacher's part.

II. Course of Study for the first four grades.

B. Spelling Methods:

I. Relation of spelling to other subjects.

II. The selection of spelling material.

III. Causes of incorrect spelling.

IV. Method of teaching in primary grades.

V. Study of standard tests, Ayres, Buckingham.
VI. Course of study for each grade.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC II

The aim of this course is to cultivate the child's aesthetic

nature, to create in him a love for the good and the beautiful

in music, to educate the senses of hearing and sight, to train

the voice, to have class room singing relieve the tension of school

work, and to give outlet to pent-up feelings and action.

The course will consist of the following:

I. Technique.
11. Practice teaching by members of class.

III. Chorus work.
IV. Music appreciation.

V. Outline of work for each grade.

SCHOOL HYGIENE AND SANITATION II

Same in content as Pri. I.

PRIMARY GRADES— THIRD YEAR

METHODS AND MANAGEMENT III

I. Some general considerations :

1. Aim in education.

2. Routine and habit.

3. Importance of first day in school.

II. The making of a daily programme

:

1. Factors in the daily programme:
2. The use of the daily programme.
3. The importance of the study period.

III. Relative Value of Subjects

:

1. Culture value.

2. Disciplinary value.

3. Practical value.

IV. The Types of Teaching

:

I. Study lesson.

Induction.

Deduction.
Development.
Drill lesson.

Appreciation lesson.

Recitational lesson.

Examination and review.
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V. Order and Discipline.

1. The importance of order in the school.

2. Factors in good discipline.

3. Penalties.

4. Corporal punishment.

VI. I. Text-book instruction.

2. Principles of general method.
3.' Study periods.

4. Home study.

5. Art of questioning.

VII. Duties of Teachers:

1. To their instruction.

2. Duties to their community.

3. Their relation to the principal or supervisor.

4. To her patrons.

VIII. Some important ethical principles to the profession—
1. Craft spirit.

2. Attitude toward fellow-teachers.

3. Professional spirit.

Text-Book: "A Brief Course in the Teaching Process,"

Strayer. "School Management," Salisbury.

PRIMARY DRAWING III

In planning these courses the State course in drawing has
been followed, because if the regular grade teacher is to teach
drawing she should be as familiar as possible with the course
the State prescribes. For the primary course Applied Arts Draw-
ing Books 41, 42, 43, 44. have been used; for the grammar grade
course Books 45, 46, 47. If the instructor has access to these

books, it will not be necessary for the students to have them, but
it will make their work easier if they have them for reference.

The methods suggested are based to some extent on "How
Children Learn to Draw," by Walter Sargent, of Chicago Uni-
versity.

The work has been arranged under the heads, Nature Drawing,
Landscape Composition, Object Drawing, Illustrative and Pose
Drawing, Color and Lettering just for orderly arrangement; not
that each head necessarily be taught separately. Color, for

example, should be taught in connection with all the other topics,

not separately.
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Six Weeks' Course for Primary Teachers

I. Nature Drawing. IV. Illustrative Drawing.
II. Landscape. V. Design.

III. Object Drawing. VI. Color.

NATURE STUDY AND HOME GEOGRAPHY III

Part One
I. The mission of Nature Study or the aims in Nature Study

Instruction.

II. The relation of Nature Study to subsequent study of

Agriculture.

III. The Principles of Nature Study

:

(a) Materials to be selected from objects of common ex-

perience.

(b) Activity rather than structure— children more in-

terested in living, growing things than inanimate
objects.

(c) The need of definite purpose in plans and excursions.

(d) How to conduct excursions.

(e) The value of sketching.

(/) Work to be based upon individual projects.

Ig) Unprejudiced observation or cultivating the scientific

spirit.

(h) Comparisons of results and forming generalizations.

Part Two

I. Topical Outline by Grades and Seasons.

II. Typical lesson plans.

Part Three

I. Suggestions for rural schools with crowded programs.

II. The School Garden— its values and how to organize work.
III. Treatment of as many of the topics of the following nature

as time will permit: Tree study, Insects, Weeds, Bulb
Gardening, Wild Flowers, Polination and Seed Forming,
Selecting, Judging and Sorting Seed Corn, Soil and
Its Origin, How Plants Do Their Work, and Simple
Physical Phenomena, such as Freezing, Thawing, Fer-
mentation, etc.

References : The most suitable text for this outline is "Prac-
tical Nature Study," Coulter & Patterson, D Appleton & Co.

Note : It is suggested that about 25 per cent, of the time be
devoted to field work.
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Home Geography

I. What Home Geography is— "a study of the simpler ele-

ments of the local Geographical environment, with a

view to helping children to understand their own rela-

tions to that environment and to giving them necessary

training and knoweldge for proceeding into the next

higher phase of the work."

n. Topics to be considered determined by pupils.

HI. The units that may be included in Home Geography:
A. Social Units.

B. Earth Units.

IV. The Method of Approach— through the children's experi-

ences and observations.

V. The Sequence of Topics— should be close, and each suc-

ceeding topic should naturally grow out of the preceding
study.

VI. Definitions in Home Geography.

PRIMARY INDUSTRIAL WORK III

I. Industrial Education.

1. Values of Industrial Education.

2. Principles of selection in making a course of study—
(a) How decide what projects are best to put in a

course of study.

(b) Does Industrial Arts help to prepare for citizen-

ship?

(c) Does Industrial Arts in the elementary grades con-
cern itself chiefly with the producer or con-
sumer ?

(d) What is the diiference between manual training

and industrial arts?

Ref . Bonser and Russell, "Industrial Education ; Rowe, "The
Educational Meaning of Arts and Industries."

(e) Sequence of Subject Matter—
II. Projects

:

I. Furnishing and decorating of doll house (suggestions
for teaching it to children) —

(a) Study of materials used in the building of a real

house— stone, cement, brick, lumber, etc.

(b) Study of the workmen— carpenter, bricklayer,

stonemason, etc. (Correlate with handwork,
language, etc.

)
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(c) Building of doll house of dry goods boxes, crates,

or new lumber.

(d) Papering of walls, cutting out of windows. (Study
of lighting.)

(e) Weaving of rugs for floors.

(/) Furniture making. (Construction paper or soft

wood.)

(g) Heating and lighting.

(h) Other furnishings and processes, such as making
of curtains, clay modeling of furnishings for

bath room, kitchen, etc.

2. Stores or public buildings, such as the postoffice, may be
taken up instead of doll house, since there would not
likely be time for both in a six-weeks' course. (Ap-
propriate grades in which to teach doll house, stores,

etc., should be carefully studied.)

3. Sand Table Work.

4. Clay Modeling, in connection with foregoing work and
as separate work.

5. Weaving.

6. Simple Box Making. Construction paper (decorated).

7. Study of Means of Transportation—
Construction paper models, showing every means of
travel in United States. (This lesson should be left

largely to the class, but should follow lesson 6 or a
similar lesson, which would give foundation work for

for this lesson.)

8. Booklet construction— to be used in connection with
language work. (Design.) (Construction paper and
drawing paper.)

9. Envelopes and folders for special occasions. (Christ-

mas, Easter, St. Valentine's Day, etc.)

10. Toy Making.

11. Simple Basketry (reed, woven).

12. Simple Sewing Problems (gifts) — bags of various
kinds.

(The above outline is not in order of grades. There is

possibly more here than could be taken up in the time
allotted.
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III. Methods in Teaching:

1. Lessons illustrating—
Paper cutting.

Making note-books.

Booklets.

Clay modeling.

Weaving.
Sand table work.

2. Plans for teaching.

3. Plans for seatwork following all work taken up.

4. Cost and method of getting supplies

CHILD LITERATURE AND HISTORY STORIES III

In this course a study is made of literature appropriate for the

first four grades with discussions of the principles underlying the

selection and presentation of stories of children. The course aims
to present a broad range of material which will give a good basis

for the appreciation and selection of stories suitable to children

of different ages. Classification is worked out with regard to

sources and stories adapted to various ages and purposes. The
opportunity for individual presentation of stories to children is

provided for.

Part I

I. Introduction

:

(a) Literature in general.

(b) Origin and value of story-telling in the development
of the race.

(c) The principles underlying children's poetry and stories

are the same as those underlying general literature.

II. Selection and grading of poems and stories

:

(a) Selection of poems. (The following are given as

typical of work suited to children, and are listed in

order of difficulty) :

Mother Goose, Christina Rosetti, R. L. Stevenson, Ed-
ward Lear, and Eugene Field.

(b) Selection of stories according to type:

Folk and fairy tales, fables, myths, historical and
hero stories, legends, modern fanciful tales, Christ-

mas Stories, Bible, and realistic stories are con-

sidered.
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(c) The grading of poems and stories.

This part of the course aims to enable the teacher to

select poems and stories from the foregoing for the

grades according to age, interests, and experience
of the children.

III. The origin and meaning of folk tales, fairy tales, and myths
are discussed.

Part II

I. Methods of presentation of stories

:

(a) The requisites of a good story teller are: thorough
knowledge and appreciation of the story ; directness

and clearness of enunciation. Stories are to be told

to the class by each student.

(b) Preparation of story to be told—
Find the specific purposes of the story, analyze the

plot, omit unessential and objectionable details.

(c) The adaptation of stories and the writing of original

stories.

(d) Schoolroom uses of stories.

Retelling by children, dramatization, and illustration in

industrial work.

II. Selected lists made in class of collections of stories, picture

books, and magazines for children.

OBSERVATION III

Twenty periods observation of illustrative teaching is required

of all teachers completing this course.

GRAMMAR GRADES — FIRST YEAR
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION I

Same as Elementary Education I, Primary Grades.

METHODS IN LANGUAGE AND SPELLING I

Two weeks of this course should be given to spelling and the

remaining four weeks to the study of language for the upper
grades.
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A. Aim of course as set by the Joint Committee on Reorganiza-
tion :

I. Ability on the part of pupils—
(a) To express clearly and consecutively, either in

speech or in writing, ideas which are familiar

and firmly grasped.

(b) To avoid gross grammatical errors.

(c) To compose and mail a letter.

(d) To spell their own written vocabulary.

B. Spelling

:

I. Motive.

II. Subject matter—
(a) Minimum and basal list for each grade.

(b) Special class list, based on daily needs.

(c) Personal list of each pupil's chief difficulties.

III. Methods.

C. Language

:

I. Oral—
(a) Importance.

(b) Motivation of language work.
(c) Relation to other subjects.

(d) Usage drills.

(e) The poem.

(/) The picture.

(g) The story.

II. Written language

:

(a) Sources of material.

(b) Characteristics of a good subject.

(c) Provision for individual differences.

(d) Motivation of different types.

(e) Standards for judging the strength and weak-
ness of compositions.

(/) Frequency and length of written work.

III. State course of study.

SCHOOL HYGIENE AND SANITATION I

Same as School Hyg. and San., Pri. I.

ARITHMETIC AND METHODS I

I. Addition, subtraction, multiplication of integers.

Stress difficulties and methods of securing accuracy and
speed.
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2. Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of common
and decimal fractions.

3. Short methods in these processes.

4. Practical measurements involving—
(a) Rectangles.

(b) Triangles.

(c) Parallelograms and trapezoid.

(d) Circles.

(e) Rectangular Solids.

(/) Cylinders.

5. Statement of problems.

6. Percentage.

(a) Relation to fractions— common and decimal.

(b) Three types of problems. Their relation to similar

types of problems in common fractions.

7. Application of percentage:

(a) Profit and loss.

(b) Commercial discount.

(c) Commission.
(d) Taxes.

8. Interest:

(u) Simple interest.

(b) Six per cent method.

9. Banking:

(a) Kinds of banks.

(b) Functions of banks.

(c) Forms used by banks— checks, notes, drafts, how to

write them and what they mean.
(d) Bank discount— discounting notes.

(e) Savings account— compound interest.

10. Corporations

:

(a) Stocks and bonds.

(b) Insurance— fire and life.

1 1

.

Problems of industrial and social activities.

Instructors should use the best method of presenting the sub-

ject matter as only in this way will methods enter the course.

Texts: Smith's "Modern Advanced Arithmetic," Brown and
Cofifman's "How to Teach Arithmetic."
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SONGS AND GAMES I

I. Games

:

The aim of this course in games is primarily to create in chil-

dren love of play; to stimulate them to higher ideals in

team play and competition ; to co-ordinate through play the

mind and body.

This course includes a brief theoretical study to show the

necessity of play in the school curriculum and to demon-
strate the effect of play and recreation on the child.

A. Suggested methods of treatment.

B. Class Work

:

1. Games of imitation.

2. Games for the playground.

See State bulletin on "Play and Athletics."

3. Athletic Games.
4. Quiet Games for Mental Activity.

5. Games of the Senses.

6. Folk and Morris Dances.

7. Simple Physical Exercises for the classroom.

See primary course for reference to Songs.

GRAMMAR GRADES— SECOND YEAR
PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING AND STUDYING II

I. General Principles of Behavior.

II. Fundamental Learning Processes.

HI. Other Factors in Behavior.

IV. The Nervous System.

V. Habitual Actions.

VI. Sensation and Behavior.

VII. Perception and Behavior.

VIII. Imagination and Memory.
IX. The Higher Thought Process.

Text-Book : "Human Behavior," Colvin & Bagley.

METHODS IN LANGUAGE AND GRAMMAR II

A. Review of subject matter of Grammar:

I. Topics—
(a) Subject and predicate.

(b) Classes of sentences according to their meaning
(from the standpoint of expression).

(c) The parts of speech (without minute divisions) and
their uses.
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(d) Nouns, adjectives, and adverbial phrases and
clauses.

(e) Sentences classified according to form (from the

grammatical structure).

(/) Analysis of simple sentences containing not more
than two phrases.

(g) Analysis of compound sentences containing two
simple clauses.

(h) Analysis of complex sentences containing one de-

pendent clause.

(i) Synthesis, or combination of two or three short sen-

tences containing related ideas into one sentence

of appropriate form.

(/) Principal parts of verbs to be studied not so much
by lists as by drills in the use of past tense and
the participles in sentences.

(k) Conjugation of the indicative mood, including

verbals treated as parts of speech according to

their use in the sentence.

(/) Relative and personal pronouns.

B. Method

:

I. Points to be stressed in method developed—
(a) Evils of old type of grammar teaching.

(b) Motivation of grammar study.

(c) Correlation with language instruction, reading and
oral speech.

(d) Relative importance of grammar topics.

(e) Grammatical nomenclature.

(/) Sentence analysis.

METHODS IN ARITHMETIC II

In the second summer the first two weeks should be utilized

in a consideration of the following topics:

1. The history of arithmetic:

(u) Subject matter.

(b) Method of teaching the subject.

(c) Results of scientific investigation in Arithmetic.

2. Problems and means of solving them.

3. How time may be saved in arithmetic.

4. Difficult phases in the teaching of Arithmetic.

5. Types of lesson plans.

6. How to give the Courtis Tests.

7. How to draw on the community life for arithmetic problems.

For the remaining days regular arithmetic work will be as-

signed daily. The following topics will be treated

:

1. Percentage.

2. Banking.
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3- Problems of domestic economy, of industrial arts, of farm-
ing, of good roads, etc.

4. Corporations.

5. Problems that have given the teacher trouble in teaching.

Texts: Smith's "Modern Advanced Arithmetic" and Brown
and Coffman's "How to Teach Arithmetic."

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC II

The course will follow largely the points outlined for the

primary grades. The only difference will be in the choice of

material. The aims of the course will be very much the same.

The course will consist of the following:

I. Technique.
II. Practice teaching by members of class.

III. Chorus work.
IV. Music appreciation.

V. Outline of work for each grade.

AGRICULTURE II

Purpose of the course:

1. To increase the agricultural knowledge of the prospective

teacher.

2. To present the means and methods of teaching agriculture

in the grammar grades.

3. To make it possible for the teacher to co-operate actively

with the county demonstrators and all other agencies

looking toward the improvement of rural conditions.

Nature of the Course: To carry out the above scheme it is

recommended that the course consist of—
1. Class recitations from assigned topics.

2. Individual reports from assigned readings.

3. Lectures by the instructor.

4. Demonstrations in the laboratory and in the field by the

instructor.

5. Solution of laboratory problems by students when local

conditions make it possible.

Text-book : "Agriculture Through the Laboratory and School

Garden," Jackson and Daugherty, Orange-Judd Co.

GRAMMAR GRADES— THIRD YEAR
METHODS AND MANAGEMENT III

Same as Methods and Management, Primary III.
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METHODS IN LITERATURE AND READING III

Reading

I. The relative value of reading as a school subject.

11. Reading material suitable for grammar grades.

III. The different kinds of reading and their relative values in

life:

A. I. Reading for information.

2. Reading for appreciation.

3. Reading for benefit of others.

B. I. The relative value of oral and silent reading as a

class exercise.

IV. The mechanics of oral reading in the grammar grades

:

1. Types of reading lessons; assignment of work.
2. Position of reader and book ; the hygiene of reading.

3. The class a real audience.

4. The methods of correcting and improving:
(a) Articulation.

(b) Enunciation.

(c) Pronunciation.

5. The use of the dictionary in reading.

6. The motivation of oral reading.

7. Criticism of oral reading:

(a) Nature of criticism.

(b) When to correct.

(c) Class criticism vs. teacher's criticism.

8. Discussion of special difficulties teachers have met
with in teaching reading.

V. Silent Reading:
1. Its preponderance in life's reading experience.

2. Directing silent reading.

(a) Through problems.

(b) Through suggestions for study.

3. Methods of testing silent reading.

VI. Influencing pupil's out-of-school reading.

VII. Measuring reading ability— Thorndike's Scale ; the tests

of Starch and Kelly.

Literature

I. The relation of reading to literature.

11. Literature material suitable to the grammar grades.

III. Extensive and intensive reading of literature.

IV. The elements upon which literary appreciation depends.
V. The teacher's part in the pupil's appreciation.
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VI. Suggestive outline for methods to be followed in teaching
several types of literary masterpieces.

VII. Memory work ; its uses and abuses.

VIII. Dramatization as an aid to interpretation.

IX. Selection of class lists for parallel reading.

X. Biography of authors.

METHODS IN GEOGRAPHY III

1. The aims of Geography instruction.

2. That values of life that pupils ought to appreciate and con-
trol through the study of Geography.

3. A comparison of the relative value of different types of

Geography material.

Especially

:

(a) Place Geography.
(b) Rational Geography.
(c) Commercial and Industrial Geography.

4. The relation of Home Geography to the wider study of

World Geography.

5. The development of the type-lesson concept.

6. The preparation, organization and conduct of the lesson ac-

cording to types.

7. The motivation of Geography study.

8. The correlation of Geography with History, Industrial Arts,

Literature and the other schools subjects.

9. The value and how to secure visual aids for Geography
teaching

:

(a) Maps, their use and abuse—
I. How to use maps.

11. How to make outline, relief and product maps.
(b) Globes.

(c) Industrial exhibits.

(d) Excursions.

(e) The stereoscope, post-cards, pictures, moving pictures.

(/) Museums (School).

10. How the child should use the text:

(a) Assignment— individual, group, class.

(b) Teaching how to study: table of contents, maps, tabu-

lated data, charts and reference materials.

(c) The use of the problem in study.

11. A study of the merits and defects of the State adopted

texts—
How to supplement these texts— Geographical Readers.

12. Arranging the course of study for the various grades with

State texts in mind.
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DRAWING III

In planning these courses the State course in drawing has been
followed, because, if the regular grade teacher is to teach draw-
ing, she should be as familiar as possible with the course the State

prescribes. For the primary course Applied Arts Drawing Books

41, 42, 43, 44 have been used; for the grammar grade courses.

Books 45, 46, 47. If the instructor has access to these books it

will not be necessary for the students to have them, but it will

make their work easier if they have them for reference.

The methods suggested are based to some extent on "How
Children Learn to Draw," by Walter Sargent, of Chicago Uni-
versity.

The work has been arranged under the heads, Nature Draw-
ing, Landscape Composition, Object Drawling, Illustrative and
Pose Drawing, Color and Lettering just for orderly arrangement,

not that each head necessarily be taught separately. Color, for

example, should be taught in connection with all the other topics,

not separately.

I. Nature Drawing.
II. Landscape Composition.

III. Object Drawing.
IV. Figure, Animal or Bird Drawing.
V. Illustrative Drawing.
VI. Design.

VII. Color.

VIII. Lettering.

VACATION SCHOOL
The vacation school is composed of two rooms, one primary

and one grammar grade, taught by teachers specially trained for

this type of work. These classes furnish excellent opportunity
for teachers to see work done under normal conditions, and with
types of children such as will be met in any public school of

Virginia.

OBSERVATION AND DISCUSSION
This course is intended to give teachers opportunity for ob-

servation of the fundamental subjects taught in the primary and
grammar grades of the vacation school. The principles under-
lying the teaching of subjects observed and methods used in

teaching these subjects are discussed with the directors of the
vacation school, Mr. Birckhead and Miss Saunders.

This work is required for Pri. Ill and Gr. Ill students.
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OVERWORK
While eight or nine lecture periods are provided in the sched-

ule, it is not contemplated or desired that any student take lectures

on subjects covering all these periods. On the average five periods
of lecture work is the amount of lecture work advised. In spe-

cial cases, after consultation with Dean, students may be per-

mitted to take six periods of lectures, but no more. This re-

striction is made in the interest of the health of the students, lest

they should overtax their strength.

STATE EXAMINATIONS
The regular State examinations will be held at the school July

25th and 26th.

The examinations will be held under the regulations of the

State Board of Education. Examinations will be given on sub-

jects required for first and second grade certificates, and also

on the work covered for the Summer School Professional certi-

ficate— primary grades and for the Summer School Profession

certificate— grammar grades. These certificates are now called

the Elementary Professional Certificate.

ARRIVE ON TIME
Note: Students are urged to arrive in full time to register

on the 1 6th and begin class work on the 17th.

Students arriving by boat Monday evening, June i6th, need
not spend the night on the boat, but will be accommodated in the

dormitories. These students may attend classes on the 17th,

registering on the afternoon of that day.

TEXT-BOOKS
The books to be used as the basis for the work for first and

second grade certificates are given below. The names of the

publishers and their addresses, together with prices of books, are

also given. Teachers are advised to provide themselves with

such of these books as they will use. Any other standard books
on the several subjects may, in most cases, be used instead of the

regular texts, and teachers should bring with them such of these

as they have. Books may be ordered for students after their

arrival and assignment to classes, but this will not be done except

upon written request. In all such cases the students are obliged

to take and pay for the books ordered.

In the professional courses the texts are given in most cases

with the statement of the several courses, and the same rule

obtains as to ordering books.
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Text-books on which questions for the State Examinations are

based

:

Arithmetic—Smith: "Advanced Arithmetic" (Ginn and Co.)
Algebra—Wells and Hart: "High School Algebra" (D. C. Heath

and Co.).

Grammar and Composition—Emerson and Bender: "Modern
English," Book H (The MacmiUan Co.).

Brooks : "English Composition," Book I (American Book Co.).

Classics—
(a) Spring examination : Longfellow's "Evangeline and

Washington's Farewell Address and Webster's Bunker
Hill Oration.

(b) Summer examination: Dickens' "Tale of Two Cities

and Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal."
American History—"Our Republic" (Richmond Press, Rich-

mond, Va.).

Virginia History—Smithey: "History of Virginia (American
Book Co.).

English History—Cheyney: "Short History of England" (Ginn
and Co.).

Geography—Frye: "Higher Geography"—Virginia Edition

(Ginn and Co.).

Civics—McBain : "Government and Politics in Virginia."

Physical Geography—Tarr: "New Physical Geography" (The
Macmillan Co.).

General Science—Clark : "General Science" (American Book
Co.).

Agriculture—Duggar: "Agriculture for Southern Schools

(The Macmillan Co.).

Physiology and Hygiene—Ritchie: "Primer of Sanitation and
Physiology (World Book Co.).

Spelling—New World Speller (World Book Co.).

Drawing—Applied Arts Drawing Books, Numbers 41-44 (At-
kinson, Mentzer Co.).

Any of these books may be ordered through the Virginia

Book Company, Richmond, Va.

Instrumental Music

Students of the Summer Normal, who desire instruction in

instrumental music (piano or violin), should communicate with
Mr. F. A. Franklin, 1202 Prince Edward Street, Fredericksburg,

Virginia, or Miss Nora C. Willis, State Normal School, Fred-
ericksburg, Virginia.
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